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Abstract

A critical evaluation and validation of the complete set of previously pub-

lished experimental rotational-vibrational line positions is reported for the

four stable sulphur isotopologues of the semirigid SO2 molecule—i.e., 32S16O2,
33S16O2, 34S16O2, and 36S16O2. The experimentally measured, assigned,

and labeled transitions are collated from 43 sources. The 32S16O2, 33S16O2,
34S16O2, and 36S16O2 datasets contain 40269, 15628, 31080, and 31 lines,

respectively. Of the datasets collated, only the extremely limited 36S16O2

dataset is not subjected to a detailed analysis. As part of a detailed analysis

of the experimental spectroscopic networks corresponding to the ground elec-

tronic states of the 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2 isotopologues, the MAR-

VEL (Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels) procedure is

used to determine the rovibrational energy levels. The rovibrational lev-

els and their vibrational parent and asymmetric-top quantum numbers are
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compared to ones obtained from accurate variational nuclear-motion compu-

tations as well as to results of various carefully designed effective Hamiltonian

models. The rovibrational energy levels of the three isotopologues having the

same labels are also compared against each other to ensure self-consistency.

This careful, multifaceted analysis gives rise to 15130, 5852, and 10893 val-

idated rovibrational energy levels, with a typical accuracy of a few 0.0001

cm−1, for 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2, respectively. The extensive list of

validated experimental lines and empirical (MARVEL) energy levels of the

S16O2 isotopologues studied are deposited in the Supplementary Material

of this article, as well as in the distributed information system ReSpecTh

(http://respecth.hu).
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1. Introduction

The spectroscopy of the SO2 molecule—though never out of fashion—

has witnessed an explosive resurgence of interest in the past few years. By

now, there is an extensive literature on the spectroscopy of SO2, both in its

ground X̃1A1 electronic state [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,

36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,

56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63], and involving the electronically excited states,

particularly C̃1B2 [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78,

79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. As a

key player in the acid rain saga, SO2 in the atmosphere has been studied for

some decades. However, two comparatively new—and rather different—SO2

applications have emerged more recently, resulting in a great demand for

accurate, high resolution, and isotope-specific spectroscopic data.
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The first application is of astrophysical origin. SO2 has been observed

in the interstellar medium, and is of great interest for extrasolar planetary

atmospheres [97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. While not the most prevalent com-

pound in these environments, the SO2 rovibrational spectroscopic signal can

drown out those of other molecular species of interest. To address this situa-

tion, the community has recognized the need for high-resolution rovibrational

spectra of SO2 on the ground X̃1A1 electronic state, which can be used to

“weed out” the SO2 background signal, thereby revealing the “flowers” of

interest [50, 51, 58]. In this astrophysical context, the two most prevalent

sulphur isotopologues—i.e., 32S16O2 and 34S16O2, which together account for

over 99% of all S16O2 under regular circumstances—are by far the most im-

portant.

On the other hand, all four stable sulphur isotopologues of S16O2—i.e.,
32S16O2, 33S16O2, 34S16O2, and 36S16O2—are vitally important for the second

application, which is astrobiological and paleogeological in nature. Specifi-

cally, it pertains to the “oxygen revolution” that led to respiring life forms

on our planet, circa 2.5 billion years ago. This seminal event was coinci-

dent with a sudden and dramatic disappearance of the “S-MIF” (sulphur

mass-independent fractionation) signal observed in the Archean rock record

[103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109]—which can therefore serve as a proxy for

Archean atmospheric oxygen levels, provided that the specific mechanism

that gave rise to the S-MIF can be properly identified and characterized.

In general terms, S-MIF is thought to arise from SO2 photodissocia-

tion in the atmosphere, following C̃1B2 ←X̃1A1 ultraviolet photoabsorption

[108], although the specific mechanism still remains unknown [53, 54, 68, 72,

74, 75, 76, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. Among

those mechanisms that have been proposed, some, such as “self-shielding”

[54, 81, 83, 85, 88, 94, 95], depend intimately on the precise placement of rovi-

brational energy levels, whose isotope shifts vary by a few cm−1 for the differ-

ent isotopologues (vide infra). Validation therefore requires high-resolution
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spectra for all sulphur isotopologues of S16O2—with at least three distinct

sulphur isotopes needed to even define S-MIF, and all four necessary to repro-

duce/identify the key S-MIF trends observed in the rock record. However, up

to 2017, with respective abundances of only 0.007 486 5 and 0.000 145 9, the
33S and 36S isotopologues have been neglected in most experimental work—

with those few experiments that have been performed generally characterized

by far fewer—and/or lower resolution—spectral lines. In 2017, Flaud (one

of the present authors) and his co-workers published two experimental spec-

troscopic studies [62, 63] for 33S16O2; both have been considered during the

present analysis.

In principle, theoretical and computational modeling can help to validate

and extend the experimentally available spectroscopic information. Compu-

tational modeling first requires detailed potential energy surfaces (PES), as

well as (transition) dipole moment surfaces (DMS), capable of achieving sub-

cm−1 accuracies [110]. Several such highly-accurate surfaces have emerged in

recent years for SO2 [33, 50, 51, 58, 80, 84, 86, 90, 111]. One of the present

authors (Poirier), together with Alexander, Guo, and co-workers, was in-

volved in the development of new purely ab initio surfaces for the X̃1A1 and

C̃1B2 electronic states of SO2, using explicitly correlated F12 methods of elec-

tronic structure theory [90]. Accurate rovibrational state computations are

being performed on these surfaces for all four sulphur isotopologues. In the

X̃1A1 case, comparison [53, 54] of these purely ab initio computations with

previous results using the older semiempirical PES of Kauppi and Halonen

[23], and with experiment, is highly encouraging—achieving agreement on

the order of 1 cm−1. In the C̃1B2 case, the purely ab initio vibrational state

computations [94] have already helped to resolve several spectral assignment

controversies [66, 67, 74, 77, 79, 83]—corroborating previous work of Field

and co-workers [89, 91, 92, 93]. Moreover, together with the DMS, a purely

ab initio simulation of the experimental photoabsorption spectrum has also

recently been performed, which has proven to be remarkably accurate, both
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in terms of intensities and peak placements [95].

Following a different tack, Schwenke and co-workers have developed an

empirically-corrected PES for X̃1A1, designed to reproduce a large number

of HITRAN [112] rovibrational levels of the 32S16O2 isotopologue and make

predictions for missing 32S16O2 bands and those of other species, such as
34S16O2, 33S16O2, 32S16O18O, and 32S18O2. With the help from one of the

present authors (Tennyson), a S–O stretch basis defect was identified and

fixed [58], giving rise to a more robust and accurate PES [51], refined using
32S16O2 data. The fixed PES has been adopted to perform accurate rovi-

brational computations for all four S16O2 isotopologues, yielding transitions

in agreement with their experimental counterparts to within 0.03 cm−1. To

date, these are the most accurate and comprehensive X̃1A1 rovibrational

computations for SO2.

Quantum chemical computation of rovibrational states is highly useful,

providing levels to compare with putative experimental data. Nevertheless,

variational nuclear motion computations fail to provide unambiguous v and

JKa,Kc labels, where v = (v1v2v3) and JKa,Kc correspond to the vibrational

parent (normal-mode) and asymmetric-top notation [113], respectively. Of

these quantum numbers only J , the quantum number of overall rotation, is a

good quantum number. For large J values even at relatively low energy, the

rovibrational spectrum for SO2 becomes very dense—introducing potential

level/label challenges in a “zero-tolerance” context (especially when Ka ap-

proaches J). This is the case even though the molecule in its X̃1A1 electronic

state is rather rigid, which would suggest that “approximate” labels should

be assignable.

In any event, there is a demand for accurate, reliable methods for as-

signing levels and labels to experimental (and in the label case, theoretical)

spectroscopic data. In this paper, we adopt a combined approach, wherein

the MARVEL (Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels) pro-

cedure [114] is used (within the frame of a detailed spectroscopic network
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analysis [114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120]) for obtaining accurate empirical

(hereafter called MARVEL) energy levels, and effective Hamiltonian (EH)

methods (conventional EH models and a J -dependent rotational Hamilto-

nian approach) are used for the validation of the rovibrational assignments.

Specifically, we first apply the useful tools of the theory of spectroscopic net-

works to all of the experimentally available rovibrational transitions on the

ground X̃1A1 electronic state, for the three most common sulphur isotopo-

logues of S16O2. From the cleansed database, a comprehensive list of MAR-

VEL energy levels emerges for 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2, together with

an assessment of uncertainty for each level. The (v1v2v3)JKa,Kc assignments

coming from the literature are carefully checked against their counterparts

determined by effective Hamiltonian models.

The theory of spectroscopic networks is well established, and amply dis-

cussed in the literature [117, 119]; nevertheless, a brief summary, with a new

feature related to graph bridges [120, 121] is presented in Section 2.1. Follow-

ing the description of the spectroscopic network analysis, the EH methods are

outlined in Section 2.2 (a detailed exposition to the J -dependent rotational

Hamiltonian procedure is postponed for future work).

The combination of the spectroscopic network analysis and the EH ap-

proaches may be applied to any molecular system, in principle providing

reliable levels and labels for any experimental rovibrational spectrum. In

practice, the availability of too few observed and assigned spectral lines may

limit the applicability of the spectroscopic network analysis, as found to be

the case here for 36S16O2 (see Section 3). Likewise, extremely floppy systems,

for which the resonance interactions are very pronounced, may give rise to

issues related to the use of effective Hamiltonian models. Nevertheless, this

is not the case for the experimentally available spectroscopic information for

the S16O2 isotopologues.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Spectroscopic network analysis

In order to provide the best estimates for the rovibrational energy lev-

els of three of the four S16O2 isotopologues investigated, all of the observed

high-resolution rovibrational lines, as collated from the literature, were ana-

lyzed simultaneously by constructing a spectroscopic network (SN) [115, 117]

for each isotopologue. SNs offer a useful framework to validate, revise, and

correct transitions in the complete database of measured spectroscopic tran-

sitions. In a SN, the vertices correspond to energy levels, and the connecting

edges to measured lines (transitions).

For symmetry and other reasons, it can happen that an experimental SN

consists of multiple components [117]—i.e., collections of energy levels that

are unconnected by any measured transitions. It is standard to assign one

energy level in each component—typically that corresponding to the lowest

energy state—as the root of that component. The components which contain

the minimum energy levels of the distinct nuclear-spin isomers of a molecule

are called the principal components (PC). As the 16O nucleus has zero spin,

the rovibrational transitions of each S16O2 isotopologue should form a single

PC, at least in principle. In practice, an experimental SN may include other

components, referred to as floating components (FCs) [117]. These are not of

direct use to assess the energy-level structure of a molecule, unless additional

transitions are subsequently measured that link the FC levels to those of the

PC.

A cycle is a closed loop of transitions. Due to the large number of cycles in

measured SNs, the compatibility of line positions and their uncertainties can

be examined by using the law of energy conservation (LEC) [120]. If a transi-

tion in a cycle is measured inaccurately, assigned improperly, or its assigned

uncertainty is lower than it should be, then the discrepancy of the given

cycle, defined as the absolute signed sum of the transitions, becomes higher

than the combined experimental tolerance threshold, indicating a conflict
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among the lines in the cycle considered [120]. For this purpose, the ECART

(Energy Conservation Analysis of Rovibronic Transitions) code was applied

to determine and characterize minimum cycle bases (MCBs) of the SNs of

the three S16O2 isotopologues under study (see 17ToFuCs [120] for details).

For a SN that includes no outliers (incorrect or incorrectly labeled transi-

tions), empirical energy levels can be deduced using the MARVEL procedure

[114, 115, 116, 117, 118]. During a MARVEL analysis, the following objective

function is minimized:

S (E) =

NT∑
i=1

1

δ2
i

(
σi − Eup(i) + Elow(i)

)2
, (1)

where (a) E = {E1, E2, ..., ENL
}T is the column vector of NL (unknown)

energy values with the transpose operation T, (b) σi is the experimental

wavenumber of the ith transition with δi uncertainty, (c) NT is the number

of transitions observed for a given isotopologue, and (d) up(i) and low(i) are

the indices of the upper and lower levels corresponding to the ith transition,

respectively.

It is obvious that there exists a unique Ē = {Ē1, Ē2, ..., ĒNL
}T minimum

for the function S(E), whose Ēj component is called the j th empirical (MAR-

VEL) energy level in the SN. The uncertainty of the level Ēj, designated by

εj, is approximated here as follows:

εj =

√√√√1/

NT∑
i=1

(
Iup(i)j + Ilow(i)j

)
δ−2
i , (2)

where Ikl is the (k, l)-entry of the identity matrix I with size NL ×NL.

Unfortunately, individual uncertainties are usually not reported in the

data sources; thus, we are forced to use reasonable uncertainty estimates

based on the experimental information available. However, each approxi-

mate δi uncertainty should be consistent with the ∆i = σi − Ēup(i) + Ēlow(i)
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residual, i.e., satisfy the relation δi ≥ |∆i|. To ensure the consistency of

the uncertainties, we apply an iterative procedure, called robust reweighting,

during which δi is increased to 1.1|∆i| in Eqs. (1)–(2) whenever δi < |∆i|, and

the MARVEL analysis is repeated until all uncertainties become consistent

with the corresponding residuals. For all three S16O2 isotopologues these

“adjusted” uncertainties were used to obtain the MARVEL energy levels.

In addition to FCs, spectroscopic bridges (SB) [121], defined as transitions

whose deletion increases the number of components in a given SN, introduce

difficulties for both the ECART and MARVEL algorithms. SBs therefore

require special attention. In particular, if the transition wavenumber of a

SB is incorrect or inaccurate, then the energies of the rovibrational states

connected by this bridge to a PC root will be shifted. By removing all SBs,

the maximum bridgeless subnetwork (MBS) of the SN is obtained, whose

components are called bridge components (BC) [121]. By means of the MBS,

the resistance of energy levels, reflecting our trust in the accuracy of the

levels, can be characterized as follows. An energy level is: (a) protected, if

it belongs to the same bridge component as the root; (b) semiprotected, if it

lies in a different bridge component that also includes other levels; and (c)

unprotected, if it lies all alone in its own bridge component with no other

levels. If a bridge connects two BCs of several levels, it is called an internal

bridge. Furthermore, if a bridge is incident to an unprotected level, it is

an external bridge. The classification detailed above has been built into the

latest version of the MARVEL code.

2.2. Effective Hamiltonian (EH) models

2.2.1. Conventional EH method

The rovibrational energy levels of the S16O2 isotopologues can be charac-

terized with the following rovibrational Hamiltonian operator [48]:

Ĥ =
∑
v,v′

|v〉 〈v′| Ĥvv′ , (3)
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where |v〉 is the vibrational eigenfunction of the state v, the diagonal Ĥvv

operator describes the unperturbed rotational structures of the vibrational

state v, and the off-diagonal Ĥvv′ term (v 6= v′) represents the resonance

interaction between states v and v′.

In the present study, the following 12th-degree diagonal Hamiltonian has

been used, based on A-reduction and the Ir representation [122, 123, 124,

125]:

Ĥ vv = Ev +

(
Av − 1

2
(Bv + Cv)

)
Ĵ 2
z +

1

2
(Bv + Cv) Ĵ 2 +

1

2
(Bv − Cv) Ĵ 2

xy−

∆v
K Ĵ 4

z −∆v
JK Ĵ 2

z Ĵ 2 −∆v
J Ĵ 4 − δvK

{
Ĵ 2
z , Ĵ

2
xy

}
− 2δvJ Ĵ 2Ĵ 2

xy +Hv
K Ĵ 6

z +

Hv
KJ Ĵ 4

z Ĵ 2 +Hv
JK Ĵ 2

z Ĵ 4 +Hv
J Ĵ 6 +

{
hvK Ĵ 4

z + hvJK Ĵ 2
z Ĵ 2 + hvJ Ĵ 4, Ĵ 2

xy

}
+ LvK Ĵ 8

z +

LvKKJ Ĵ 6
z Ĵ 2 + LvJK Ĵ 4

z Ĵ 4 + LvJJK Ĵ 2
z Ĵ 6 + LvJ Ĵ 8+{

lvK Ĵ 6
z + lvKJ Ĵ 4

z Ĵ 2 + lvJK Ĵ 2
z Ĵ 4 + lvJ Ĵ 6, Ĵ 2

xy

}
+ P v

K Ĵ 10
z + P v

KKJ Ĵ 8
z Ĵ 2+

P v
KJ Ĵ 6

z Ĵ 4 + P v
JK Ĵ 4

z Ĵ 6 + P v
JJK Ĵ 2

z Ĵ 8 + P v
J Ĵ 10+{

pvK Ĵ 8
z + pvKKJ Ĵ 6

z Ĵ 2 + pvJK Ĵ 4
z Ĵ 4 + pvJJK Ĵ 2

z Ĵ 6 + pvJ Ĵ 8, Ĵ 2
xy

}
+

SK Ĵ
12
z + SKKKJ Ĵ

10
z Ĵ

2 + SKKJ Ĵ
8
z Ĵ

4 + SKJ Ĵ
6
z Ĵ

6 + SJK Ĵ
4
z Ĵ

8+

SJJK Ĵ
2
z Ĵ

10 + SJ Ĵ
12,

(4)

where Ĵx, Ĵy, and Ĵz are the three components of the rotational angular mo-

mentum operator, (x, y, z) is any permutation of the principal axes (a, b, c),

the curly brackets denote the anticommutator, and Ĵ is the total rotational

angular momentum operator.

The Fermi interaction of two vibrational states v and v′ of the same

symmetry has been taken into account as [126]

FĤ vv′ = vv′F0+vv′FK Ĵ 2
z +vv′FJ Ĵ 2+vv′FxyĴ

2
xy+

vv′FKxy

{
Ĵ 2
z , Ĵ

2
xy

}
+2vv

′
FJxyĴ

2Ĵ 2
xy.

(5)

The Coriolis interaction of vibrational states of different symmetry was
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included via the following interaction term [126]:

CĤ vv′ = vv′CyKK

{
iĴy, Ĵ

4
z

}
+ vv′CyJ iĴyĴ

2 + vv′CxzK

{
Ĵx, Ĵ

3
z

}
+

vv′CyK

{
iĴy, Ĵ

2
z

}
+ vv′CyiĴy + vv′Cxz

{
Ĵx, Ĵz

}
+ vv′CxzJ

{
Ĵx, Ĵz

}
Ĵ 2+

vv′CxzKJ

{
Ĵx, Ĵ

3
z

}
Ĵ 2 + vv′CxzJJ

{
Ĵx, Ĵz

}
Ĵ 4.

(6)

For semirigid molecules, like SO2, the conventional EH models should

work reasonably well. Thus, the literature was searched for conventional

EH parameters for the various vibrational states of 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and
34S16O2. These rovibrational parameters [11, 36, 39, 42, 44, 45, 48, 52, 56,

57, 55, 62, 63, 127, 128], complying with the equations given above, formed

the basis of our own refinements to the MARVEL energy levels for the three

isotopologues. These conventional EH models with optimized parameters

have been used to generate energy levels as well as rovibrational labels to be

compared with the assigned MARVEL energies of this study.

2.2.2. J-dependent rotational Hamiltonian approach

In the case that the resonance interactions are neglected in Eq. (3), the

diagonal Ĥvv operators can be treated separately and splitted as

Ĥvv = Ĥv + ĤR, (7)

where Ĥv is the pure vibrational operator and ĤR is the pure asymmetric-

rotor Hamiltonian.

A further simplification ensues in the conventional EH formalism if one

fits the J blocks independently. At the level of individual J blocks, then—

with ∼ denoting the matrix block for a given J— we have the following useful

relation:

J̃2
x + J̃2

y + J̃2
z = ~2J(J + 1)Ĩ , (8)
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where Ĩ is the matrix representation of the identity operator.

From Eq. (8), together with other arguments [122, 123, 124, 125], it can

be shown that ĤR may be uniquely expanded in the form

H̃J
R = 2π~c

CJ
(0,0)J(J + 1)Ĩ +

∑
(m,n)6=(0,0)

CJ
(m,n)

[
J̃m∆ J̃

n
z + J̃nz J̃

m
∆

2~m+n

] , (9)

where J̃2
∆ = (J̃2

y − J̃2
x)/2 , and m and n are both even nonnegative integers.

We again stress that Eq. (9) applies at the block level only, for a given J

value.

From the CJ
(m,n) parameters, the conventional (prolate) rotational con-

stants C < B < A for the x, y, and z axes, respectively, can also be obtained:

C = CJ
(0,0) − CJ

(2,0)/2

B = CJ
(0,0) + CJ

(2,0)/2

A = CJ
(0,0) + CJ

(0,2).

For an almost prolate rotor such as SO2, with z = a, it is generally more

effective to expand further in n than in m. In Section 5.2, for example, we

consider a simple six-parameter model, including just the terms (m,n) =

(0, 0), (2, 0), (0, 2), (0, 4), (0, 6), (0, 8). In comparison with the conventional

EH expansion, there are significantly fewer terms (i.e., fitting parameters)

up to a given order (m+n). Moreover, root-mean-square deviations (RMSD)

for the optimally-fitted eigenvalues of Ĥvv in Eq. (7) to a reference energy

level dataset—if conducted up to the same order—will be smaller in the

J-dependent case, because each fit is applied to a smaller dataset.

In practice, the optimal CJ
(m,n) values themselves do not change much

with J , except for the smallest J or largest (m + n) values. Indeed, the
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J dependence of the CJ
(m,n), as well as the RMSDs, is usually smooth and

monotonic. This can be exploited to analyze spectroscopic labels for the

individual rovibrational levels of the dataset.

3. Experimental data sources

For 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2, there exists a considerable number of

at least partially assigned experimental spectra, recorded in absorption at

microwave and infrared wavelengths [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49,

52, 55, 56, 57, 62, 63, 99, 102]. The studies indicated represent an extensive

knowledge about rotations and vibrations on the ground electronic state of

the three S16O2 isotopologues. Note that the sources 72HiCaKeCl [7], 73Co-

FoTea [8], 73CoFoTeb [9], and 75BaSeJoDu [10] have been neglected in our

spectroscopic network analysis because the transitions reported there seem-

ingly suffer from significant uncertainty. Almost all of these transitions have

been measured later, and a simple recalibration, similar to the one performed

in Ref. [129] and for 93LaPiFlCa [25], 10TaChStGi [43], 16UlBeGrBua [55],

16UlBeGrBub [57], and 17CeTaPuCh [102] during this study, did not help

to improve accuracy.

As to 36S16O2, only some microwave measurements can be found in the

literature [13]; thus, further high-resolution studies would be needed to jus-

tify an investigation based on the theory of spectroscopic networks. In the

remainder of this paper, the data corresponding to the 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and
34S16O2 isotopologues are discussed in detail.

There are also numerous studies [30, 31, 50, 51, 53, 54, 58, 77] that provide

computed rovibrational energy levels for the X̃1A1 state of S16O2. In some

cases, the applicability of various theoretical schemes can be helped by the

fact that the conventional EH approach works well for these molecules. Mixed

experimental and theoretical lines are accessible in the GEISA [130] and

HITRAN [112, 131] databases, as well.
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Table 1: Data sources and their characteristics for the S16O2 isotopologues considered.a

Species Tag Range /cm−1 A/V APAR/10−9 cm−1 LAR/10−9 cm−1

32S16O2 78Lovas [13] 0.017393–12.001 1557/1557 5752 421125
98BeTrKoKl [28] 0.23915–34.367 78/78 1774 23115
64MoKiSaHi [5] 0.26976–1.8681 83/82 19008 250163
79BeDrMa [14] 0.39323–0.48659 3/3 2200 3242
69Saito [6] 0.42653–2.3605 52/52 301 8174
64BaBe [4] 0.53532–2.3607 86/86 2272 22179
51CrSm [1] 0.78102–2.3208 6/6 4648 11133
81SaWoLa [15] 0.80974–1085.9 65/64 78730 334491
96AlDyIlPo [27] 1.7684–4.9397 125/125 2422 31532
63TaSa [3] 1.8259–2.3595 8/8 3489 20135
17CeTaPuCh [102] 3.4770–1106.6 87/87 352735 3347371
12CaPu [46] 4.3201–35.499 15/15 194 1092
03MaMaMaGa [99] 4.4699–5.0494 5/5 973 2094
84CaLoFuCa [17] 8.0374–90.321 1142/1142 233248 1523452
05MuBr [36] 9.5512–66.301 297/297 9 316
85HeLu [18] 14.693–31.462 118/118 2037 16327
01ScBeHuLi [34] 20.333–24.167 110/110 5116 47838
00MuFaCoBr [32] 61.176–106.68 13/13 1552 7582
17UlBeGrBe [128] 975.13–1656.0 2242/2228 659450 3440765
13UlOnGrBe [48] 991.22–1457.0 12104/12097 67056 933505
10TaChStGi [43] 1083.3–1103.4 72/72 432090 9750057
07ZeJoGrPa [37] 1088.2–1090.3 37/37 480179 1177435
08HeBaBa [38] 1325.4–1381.2 178/178 203701 1113390
92KuHeSuHe [22] 1325.7–1386.3 18/18 865940 3743121
88GuNaUl [21] 1331.4–1887.3 114/112 585386 2561065
11UlGrBeBo [44] 1566.3–1912.3 6447/6434 102802 4022479
98LaFlGu [29] 2214.3–2379.0 1574/1571 100982 1119287
14UlGrBeBe [49] 2423.9–3038.3 2215/2208 131674 866189
96LaPiHiSa [127] 2458.8–2526.3 1261/1261 40872 767840
77PiDrPaDa [11] 2463.5–2526.0 2001/1999 852849 7778518
77PiMo [12] 2463.5–2524.6 106/106 564873 6585379
12UlGrBeBo [45] 2620.1–2875.7 5772/5769 170833 3368888
93LaPiFlCa [25] 2667.6–2767.3 1229/1229 – –
10UlBeGrAl [42] 3598.7–4058.8 345/344 233505 3119369
92LaFrPiFl [24] 4018.2–4075.5 760/758 113624 831296

33S16O2 78Lovas [13] 0.31998–1.9490 62/59 – –
00MuFaCoBr [32] 0.37941–2.2894 4/4 – –
64MoKiSaHi [5] 0.55492–1.0653 12/12 – –
97KlScBeWi [98] 17.960–31.608 104/100 – –
01ScBeHuLi [34] 21.706–24.142 9/9 – –
17BlFlLa [63] 447.09–637.71 7413/7408 107026 1477578
17FlBlLa [62] 1060.5–2514.6 8043/8036 122086 1350160

34S16O2 78Lovas [13] 0.10317–11.612 398/398 16985 416988
79BeDrMa [14] 0.44057–0.59943 2/2 4183 4211
64MoKiSaHi [5] 0.51402–1.1079 17/17 22524 106351
64BaBe [4] 0.68541–1.3857 20/20 1686 12522
98BeTrKoKl [28] 1.0333–35.608 143/143 2092 163035
96AlDyIlPo [27] 1.9242–3.9520 45/45 2494 14272
85HeLu [18] 14.716–25.814 53/53 1673 7516
01ScBeHuLi [34] 20.459–23.978 51/51 3943 17558
08LaFlNgSa [39] 428.31–1883.3 13846/13843 102276 1324846
10TaChStGi [43] 1083.4–1103.2 13/13 351091 1445141
17CeTaPuCh [102] 1083.4–1106.5 12/11 296179 1149144
07ZeJoGrPa [37] 1088.0–1089.7 5/5 489446 616843
16UlBeGrBub [57] 1551.5–1888.5 3427/3427 – –
16UlBeGrBua [55] 2168.3–3003.7 6672/6671 – –
15UlGrBeKr [52] 2196.6–2839.8 3837/3834 185992 1168166
88GuNaUl [21] 2263.4–2297.9 16/16 979562 2170522
96LaPiHiSa [127] 2428.3–2503.1 1638/1638 168035 1723885
77PiDrPaDa [11] 2463.5–2497.3 101/101 1873001 8678387
16UlBeGrFo [56] 3358.0–3465.7 792/792 201965 1121438

36S16O2 78Lovas [13] 0.282–1.286 31/31 – –
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Table 1 cont.

a Tags denote experimental data sources used in this study. The column ‘Range’

indicates the range corresponding to validated wavenumber entries within the ex-

perimental linelist. ‘A/V’ is an ordered pair standing for the number of assigned

transitions in the data source (A) and for the number of transitions validated in

this paper (V), with boldface used when these differ. Two parameters (APAR

and LAR) introduced in Eqs. (10)–(11) were calculated on the validated lines to

characterize the quality of the data sources. The recalibration factors determined

in this study are 0.999 999 816 for 93LaPiFlCa [25], 0.999 999 151 for 10TaCh-

StGi [43], 0.999 999 263 for 17CeTaPuCh [102], 0.999 999 658 for 16UlBeGrBua

[55], and 0.999 999 534 for 16UlBeGrBub [57]. The transitions utilized during

this study from the sources 96LaPiHiSa [127], 98LaFlGu [29], 17BlFlLa [63], and

17FlBlLa 17FlBlLa have been obtained from the authors of these publications.

Table 1 contains information on the transitions reported in the data

sources identified in the literature. The tags applied in this study for these

data sources are also given in Table 1. As shown by the column ‘A/V’, a

comparatively small number of non-validated lines (in fact, 83) are present in

the 32S16O2 , 33S16O2 , and 34S16O2 datasets—which indicates an essentially

perfect agreement among the experimental data coming from many different

sources. To confirm the compatibility of the measurements, the average of

positive absolute residuals (APAR) and the largest absolute residuals (LAR)

are also listed in Table 1. For the jth source, APAR and LAR are defined as

APARj =
1

νj

ν∑
i=1

ωij|∆i| (10)

and

LARj =
ν

max
i=1

ωij|∆i|, (11)

where ν is the number of (validated) lines in the SN of the given species, νj
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is the number of lines with nonzero residual, and ωij is a binary parameter

(ωij = 1 if the ith transition originates from the jth source, otherwise ωij =

0).

4. Data treatment based on the theory of spectroscopic networks

The collated experimental data, see Table 1, were subject to a thorough

cleansing. In the first step, transcription errors and formatting problems

were corrected in the experimental linelist. Then, a test was executed on the

lines to check whether the proper selection rules are satisfied. In the case of

S16O2 isotopologues, each (v1v2v3)JKa,Kc labels must obey, due to the Pauli

principle, the following two rules:

(−1)v3+Ka+Kc = 1 (12)

and

Ka +Kc ∈ {J, J + 1} . (13)

Since only dipole-moment-allowed transitions are present in the dataset, each

line (v′1v
′
2v
′
3)J ′K′

a,K
′
c
← (v′′1v

′′
2v
′′
3)J ′′K′′

a ,K
′′
c

must also reflect

|J ′ − J ′′| =

1, if (−1)(J ′+K′
c) = (−1)(J ′′+K′′

c ),

0, otherwise.
(14)

It should be noted that selection rules were found to be violated only

by 22, 3, and 8 lines, respectively, within the original experimental 32S16O2,
33S16O2, and 34S16O2 datasets. Of these, 10, 0, and 7 lines, respectively, could

be reassigned (see below). The other lines were not considered further.

Due to measurements of the same transitions being reproduced by sev-

eral experiments, there are transitions in the compiled dataset that have the

same labels—i.e., they are coincident. The set of all transitions with a given

label shall be referred to as a coincidence class. If conflicts occur among the
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Figure 1: The worst basic cycle of the 32S16O2 experimental spectroscopic network. Num-
bers on the arrows represent wavenumbers in cm−1, with their initial uncertainties (see
the text) given in parentheses. The transitions in this basic cycle were taken from 17CeTa-
PuCh [102], 08HeBaBa [38], and 11UlGrBeBo [44]. Levels are placed along a hypothetical
vertical axis reflecting (qualitatively) their energy values. The “discrepancy” and the
“threshold” were computed by means of Eqs. (5)–(6) and Eqs. (10)–(16) of 17ToFuCs
[120], respectively. After the execution of the ECART (Energy Conservation Analysis of
Rovibronic Transitions) protocol, the line at 1103.0008 cm−1 was deleted.

transitions within a coincidence class, we are forced to select those lines that

are in closest agreement with each other. Using a cut-off value of 0.04 cm−1

for the absolute wavenumber differences, only 3 transitions of the species

(92KuHeSuHe.3, 92KuHeSuHe.13, 17CeTaPuCh.4) showed this type of de-

viance. However, these lines could all be reassigned at a later stage of our

analysis.

Since certain papers report data from other studies, as well as their own,

several coincidence classes contain redundant coincident transitions, charac-

terized by identical wavenumbers and assignments. By means of an auto-

mated search, redundant lines were identified and sorted according to their

year of publication in each coincidence class; only the earliest of each was
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kept in the final, collated experimental transition dataset.

A MCB-based ECART analysis [120] was carried out for the 32S16O2,
33S16O2, and 34S16O2 experimental SNs. These analyses yielded 17, 1, and

1 lines for the 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2 datasets, respectively, that led

to discrepancies larger than 0.01 cm−1 in the cycle basis. The worst basic

cycle of the 32S16O2 linelist is shown in Fig. 1. It should also be noted that

for the S16O2 isotopologues there are some basic cycles characterized with a

discrepancy identically equal to zero (see Fig. 2). We believe this should not

occur in a natural way and suggest that some of the actual data provided as

measured may really correspond to the output of a conventional EH fit.

The length of a cycle is defined as the number of energy levels it contains.

Most basic cycles in SNs are of length four, the minimal length allowed by

symmetry. The fraction of total basic cycles with length greater than 4 with

respect to the total number of basic cycles is a useful measure of the SN’s

topology. In the case of SO2, it can be discerned (mainly from 13UlOnGrBe

[48]) that this fraction (8.0, 2.9, and 3.5 % for the 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and
34S16O2 networks, respectively) is considerably larger than that found in the

case of water isotopologues [120]. Furthermore, there are plenty of spec-

troscopic bridges (originating mostly from 13UlOnGrBe [48], 08LaFlNgSa

[39], and 16UlBeGrBua [55]) among the cycles, which may deteriorate the

accuracy of the energy levels.

Following the elimination of the outliers, as described above, a MARVEL

analysis was executed, based on Eqs. (1)–(2), to determine the MARVEL

energy levels of the three S16O2 isotopologues. In the experimental linelist

supplied as Supplementary Material to this paper, the adjusted uncertainties

consistent with the corresponding residuals are included.

Having the MARVEL energy levels determined from the experimental

lines, it is mandatory to compare them to theoretically computed levels (see

Section 5.4). While the MARVEL energy levels have a much lower uncer-

tainty than their first-principles counterparts, they form an incomplete set
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Figure 2: A basic cycle with zero discrepancy in the 32S16O2 experimental spectroscopic
network. Transitions were taken from 13UlOnGrBe [48]. Numbers on the arrows represent
wavenumbers in cm−1, with their initial uncertainties (see the text) given in parentheses.
Levels are placed along a hypothetical vertical axis reflecting (qualitatively) their energy
values. The discrepancy and the threshold were computed by means of Eqs. (5)–(6) and
Eqs. (10)–(16) of 17ToFuCs [120].

and the occurrence of superfluous levels cannot be ruled out. Computed en-

ergy levels are orders of magnitude less accurate but they form a unique and

complete set, a very important and highly useful property. In particular, we

compared the MARVEL levels with levels computed on the semiempirically

refined PES of 16UnTeYuHu [58] (theoretical energy levels), as these should

in principle match nicely, within about 0.03 cm−1 the MARVEL levels. Con-

sequently, all experimental transitions incident to a rovibrational level whose

energy value was located at a distance larger than 0.1 cm−1 from their the-

oretical counterparts, were excluded from the database. In this manner,

only 11(2), 0(0), and 6(1) lines had to be deleted(reassigned) in the 32S16O2,
33S16O2, and 34S16O2 SNs, respectively, which is very reassuring. That there

are any such inconsistencies at all, however, likely stems from the handful of
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states we found necessary to reassign.

Next, for all available vibrational bands conventional EH fits were exe-

cuted and the MARVEL energy levels were compared to their conventional

EH counterparts. All MARVEL energy levels, which could not be matched

with their conventional EH pairs within 0.005 cm−1, were excluded from the

S16O2 databases, along with their transitions. Thus, 21(0), 13(0), and 17(0)

transitions were deleted(reassigned) in the 32S16O2 , 33S16O2 , and 34S16O2

spectroscopic networks, respectively.

The final reassignments were made using partly the wavenumber-sorted

experimental dataset, and partly a MARVEL linelist reflecting Eq. (14), ig-

noring transitions with |K ′a −K ′′a | > 2. All non-validated lines were manu-

ally reassigned, applying a cut-off of 0.005 cm−1 in the absolute wavenumber

difference and inspecting the similarity of the experimental and MARVEL-

predicted transitions with respect to their assignment. Based on all this

information, in the case of the 32S16O2 isotopologue, 18 lines were reassigned

out of the 74 problematic ones. As to 33S16O2, 0 lines were reassigned out

of 19, while 24 transitions of the 32 lines could be relabeled in the 34S16O2

experimental dataset.

5. Results: MARVEL energy levels and labels

5.1. MARVEL energy levels

The MARVEL energy levels of the 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2 molecules

obtained in the final step of our analyses are characterized here. As shown

in Table 2, the overwhelming majority of the MARVEL energy levels could

be validated. Due to the large moments of inertia of the S16O2 species, the

density of the rovibrational levels is quite large. For higher J values, larger

gaps can be observed between the neighboring energy levels—indicating that

several bands are missing from the dataset.

As to our confidence in the MARVEL energy levels, a six-grade quality

ranking (A±, B±, C±) is provided for each energy level. Our classification
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Table 2: Statistical parametersa concerning the energy levels of the 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and
34S16O2 isotopologues.

32S16O2
33S16O2

34S16O2
NL 15171 5854 10899

NVL 15130 5852 10893
Jmax 95 78 75
Emax 5302.452 3675.767 4239.943

∆Emax 230.705 45.902 56.703
∆Eavg 0.350 0.628 0.389
tmax 66 24 58
tavg 5.2 5.2 5.7
smax 18 5 13
savg 2.0 1.2 1.8
εmax 0.00900 0.00059 0.00069
εavg 0.00011 0.00011 0.00013

a NL = the number of energy levels; NVL = the number of validated levels;
Emax = the maximum energy value of the given dataset; ∆Emax and ∆Eavg

are the maximum and average gap between two levels respectively; εmax and
εavg are the maximum and average uncertainties of the energy levels,
respectively; tmax and tavg are the maximum and average number of

transitions incident to an energy level, respectively; smax and savg are the
maximum and average number of sources including an energy level,

respectively. All energy-like quantities are given in cm−1.

scheme is summarized in Table 3. The grades reflect the resistance and the

number of transitions and data sources that incorporate the energy levels.

As to the transitions, it is recommended that they should be assigned the

lower of the two corresponding energy level grades. Energy levels with an

A+ grade are fully dependable; thus, they are especially important for future

studies. They can safely be used, e.g., for an empirical adjustment of the

PES of SO2. By contrast, C− levels—which do not belong to any cycles, or

have not been reproduced in multiple experiments—need further experimen-

tal validation. The dependability of rovibrational states with a C+ grade is

strongly influenced by the uncertainty of the bridges that connect them to

the PCs. Levels with higher grades are more or less dependable, owing to

their presence in cycles and to repeated experimental measurements.

As an additional check, we formed the ratio of the corresponding 33S16O2
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Table 3: The six-grade quality classification schemea of the energy levels of 32S16O2,
33S16O2, and 34S16O2.

Grade Resistance s ≥ s∗ t ≥ t∗ N(32S16O2) N(33S16O2) N(34S16O2)
A+ protected YES YES 3102 956 2451
A− protected YES NO 1171 83 936
B+ protected NO YES 927 1240 900
B− protected NO NO 6669 2790 4757
C+ semiprotected – – 48 0 68
C− unprotected – – 3213 783 1781

a Resistance of an energy level is defined in Section 2. s and t are the
number of sources and transitions, respectively, including the energy level.
Using s∗ = 2 and t∗ = 5 based on savg and tavg in Table 2, N(S16O2) is the
number of levels in the selected grade for the given S16O2 molecule. Grades
provide information on the dependability of levels.

and 32S16O2 and the 34S16O2 and 32S16O2 energy levels and plotted the ratios

as a function of rovibrational energy. The ratios change very smoothly. Thus,

we can conclude that the labels of the three S16O2 isotopologues are fully

consistent.

5.2. Effective Hamiltonian fits

Having obtained reliable MARVEL energy levels for the rovibrational

states of 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2, we next turn our attention to the

labels of these states. SO2 is by no means a “floppy” molecule, and so the

vast majority of rovibrational state assignments presented in the literature

are expected to be reliable. Nevertheless, there are a considerable number

of MARVEL energy levels, extending up to quite large J values (Jmax is 95,

78, and 75 for 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2, respectively), where the reso-

nance interactions become pronounced even for a “semirigid” molecule. It is

therefore certainly plausible that at least a few of the transitions and levels

as reported in the experimental literature have been misassigned. Indeed, as

discussed in Section 4, our analyses did uncover several such cases, leading

to reassignments.
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Table 4: Statistical information concerning the effective rotational Hamiltonian fits for all
available vibrational bands of 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2.a

Species Vibrational band FRL RMSD/cm−1 MD/cm−1 Nout Sources
32S16O2 (0 0 0) 1997 0.000142 0.000879 41 13UlOnGrBe [48]

(0 0 1), (1 0 0), (0 2 0) 3878 0.000150 0.001313 69 13UlOnGrBe [48]
(0 0 2), (1 3 0)b 994 0.000334 0.002540 18 12UlGrBeBo [45]
(0 0 3), (1 3 1)b 504 0.000276 0.001685 5 10UlBeGrAl [42]
(0 1 0) 800 0.000309 0.002651 13 05MuBr [36]
(0 1 1) 975 0.000309 0.003219 15 11UlGrBeBo [44]
(0 1 2), (1 4 0)b 375 0.000355 0.002745 2 12UlGrBeBo [45]
(0 1 3) 181 0.001034 0.003252 2 10UlBeGrAl [42]
(0 3 0), (1 1 0) 1670 0.000598 0.004089 31 17UlBeGrBe [128], 11UlGrBeBo [44]
(1 0 1), (0 2 1) 1337 0.000471 0.004701 32 96LaPiHiSa [127], 11UlGrBeBo [44]
(1 1 1) 731 0.000340 0.004762 6 96LaPiHiSa [127]
(2 0 0), (1 2 0) 1159 0.000206 0.001391 20 98LaFlGu [29], 11UlGrBeBo [44]
(2 1 0) 439 0.000178 0.000865 7 12UlGrBeBo [45]
(2 1 1) 90 0.001148 0.004440 2 10UlBeGrAl [42]

33S16O2 (0 0 0) 1133 0.000288 0.002178 21 17FlBlLa [62]
(0 0 1), (1 0 0) 2010 0.000309 0.002232 42 17FlBlLa [62]
(0 1 0) 1097 0.000209 0.001211 25 17BlFlLa [63]
(0 2 0) 813 0.000193 0.000958 17 17BlFlLa [63]
(1 0 1) 799 0.000294 0.001168 12 17FlBlLa [62]

34S16O2 (0 0 0) 1261 0.000209 0.001350 36 08LaFlNgSa [39]
(0 0 1), (1 0 0), (0 2 0) 2736 0.000199 0.001649 52 08LaFlNgSa [39]
(0 0 2), (1 3 0)b 820 0.000245 0.001152 8 15UlGrBeKr [52]
(0 1 0) 1167 0.000179 0.001292 32 08LaFlNgSa [39]
(0 1 1) 774 0.000209 0.001292 12 16UlBeGrBub [57]
(0 3 0)b, (1 1 0) 701 0.000390 0.002321 12 09LaFlNgSa [132], 08LaFlNgSa [39]
(1 0 1), (0 2 1) 1311 0.000367 0.002106 25 96LaPiHiSa [127], 16UlBeGrBub [57]
(1 1 1) 560 0.000341 0.001373 8 16UlBeGrBua [55]
(2 0 0) 934 0.000378 0.004346 15 16UlBeGrBua [55]
(2 1 0) 302 0.000259 0.001011 1 15UlGrBeKr [52]
(3 0 0) 327 0.000294 0.000787 0 16UlBeGrFo [56]

a The second column lists the vibrational bands considered for each
isotopologue. Where multiple vibrational bands are listed, their couplings
were also taken into account. FRL = number of fitted rovibrational energy
levels. In the columns “RMSD” and “MD” the root-mean-square and the
maximum deviations of the fits are given, respectively. Nout = number of
outlier MARVEL energy levels deviating more than 3× RMSD from their
conventional EH counterparts. The column “Sources” lists the sources where
the initial values of the rovibrational parameters were taken from. The
optimized conventional EH parameters can be found in the Supplementary
Material to this paper. b MARVEL energy levels are not available for these
vibrational states.
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To assess the correctness of the published rovibrational assignments and

the accuracy of our empirical levels, all the MARVEL energy levels were

modeled using conventional EH models (see Section 2.2). Rovibrational pa-

rameters presented in the literature served as initial values for the conven-

tional EH modeling. The results of the conventional EH fits are summarized

in Table 4, while the optimized parameters are given in the Supplementary

Material. As can be seen from Table 4, the RMSDs obtained in this study

are occasionally somewhat larger than those reported in the original papers.

This can be explained, at least partly, by the fact that different lower-state

energy levels have been used for the upper energy-level determinations in

the literature as compared to this study. Furthermore, we did not intend to

reproduce the literature EH results which sometimes assumed inclusion of

coupling parameters of very high order. Generally, our aim has only been to

run reasonable calculations capable of identifying problematic energy levels.

Next, as the only example, details of the energy levels fitting for the lowest

vibrational state (0 0 0) of 32S16O2 is discussed.

For the set of close to 2000 (0 0 0) energy levels of 32S16O2, Jmax is 95 and

the maximum Ka value is 35. Note that a number of transitions involving

(0 0 0) energy levels up to J = 110 have been observed in 13UlOnGrBe [48]

for the ν1 band but these transitions could not be processed by MARVEL

as they do not connect to the principal components of the measured SN.

The initial set of rotational parameters for the (0 0 0) state was taken from

13UlOnGrBe [48], where the highest J and Ka values used were 110 and 35,

respectively. 78 combination difference relations involving high Ka values,

from 29 to 34, together with 149 accurate microwave transitions of 05MuBr

[36] were used in 13UlOnGrBe [48] to refine the (0 0 0) rotational constants.

Although a RMSD of 1.4× 10−4 cm−1 was obtained by relaxing 19 param-

eters for the whole dataset, after removing MARVEL energy levels having

C− grade and an unsigned deviation larger than 3×RMSD from their con-

ventional EH counterparts (39 in total), the RMSD has been reduced to
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1.1× 10−4 cm−1 with the maximum deviation of 0.0005 cm−1. The set of ro-

tational parameters reported in 13UlOnGrBe [48] reproduces our set of 1997

MARVEL energy levels with an RMSD of 1.6× 10−4 cm−1 compared to our

1.1× 10−4 cm−1.

The J-dependent rotational Hamiltonian fits also fully supported the la-

bels for all (v, J) levels of 32SO2 and 34SO2, for which the experimental data

are complete. The 32S16O2 dataset has a total of 3120 levels, distributed over

245 complete (v, J) pairs. The largest J value included is J = 35, corre-

sponding to the ground vibrational state, v = (0 0 0). The 34S16O2 dataset

includes a total of 2893 levels, from 211 complete (v, J) classes. Here, the

highest rotational and vibrational excitations correspond to v = (3 0 0) and

J = 14, respectively. The parameters of the J-dependent rotational Hamil-

tonians we arrived at in this study are summarized in the Supplementary

Information, as well.

5.3. Vibrational band origins (VBOs)

In Table 5 all the vibrational band origins (VBOs) revealed by experimen-

tal measurements or provided by our conventional EH fits are given along

with their uncertainties. Where the energy levels with J = 0 (a) cannot be

observed experimentally, due to Eq. (12) (i.e., in the vibrational bands of

odd v3) or (b) are not part of experimental transitions, the VBO parameters

are taken from conventional EH models. It must be noted that only rela-

tively few energy levels with J = 0 (19, 6, and 14 for 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and
34S16O2, respectively) are included in the experimental transitions; neverthe-

less, several rotational states were observed in cases where the VBOs are not

derived from experiments. When comparing the VBOs of this study to those

of 09UlBeAlHo [41], differences are found only in the fourth decimal place.

5.4. Comparison with theoretical energy levels

To further check the MARVEL energy levels of 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and
34S16O2, a comparison was performed with theoretically computed rovibra-
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Table 5: Vibrational band origins (VBOs) for 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2.
a

P v 32S16O2
33S16O2

34S16O2
VBO/cm−1 Jmin Jmax NRL VBO/cm−1 Jmin Jmax NRL VBO/cm−1 Jmin Jmax NRL

0 (0 0 0) 0.000000(0) 0 95 1997 0.000000(0) 0 78 1133 0.000000(0) 0 75 1261
1 (0 1 0) 517.872470(3) 0 63 800 515.659373(200) 0 72 1097 513.539128(297) 0 70 1167
2 (0 0 1) 1362.060210(16) 1 95 1654 1353.336097(37) 1 78 1120 1345.094701(24) 1 72 1136

(0 2 0) 1035.126485(2) 0 54 369 1030.697705(200) 0 63 813 1026.455335(200) 0 60 794
(1 0 0) 1151.712963(3) 0 88 1855 1147.979601(200) 0 68 890 1144.478649(27) 1 62 806

3 (0 1 1) 1875.797164(40) 1 67 975 – – – – 1854.610532(29) 1 65 774
(0 3 0) 1551.729361(64) 0 53 654 – – – – – – – –
(1 1 0) 1666.334250(73) 1 70 1016 – – – – 1654.828981(44) 1 65 701

4 (0 0 2) 2713.382105(3) 0 75 994 – – – – 2679.799845(27) 1 70 820
(0 2 1) 2388.915251(68) 2 57 527 – – – – 2363.545841(62) 2 44 303
(1 0 1) 2499.870107(65) 1 61 810 2487.493888(40) 1 60 799 2475.786361(36) 1 74 1008
(1 2 0) 2180.331224(28) 2 59 497 – – – – – – – –
(2 0 0) 2295.808139(27) 0 58 662 – – – – 2281.469401(39) 1 64 934

5 (0 1 2) 3222.972492(53) 2 49 375 – – – – – – – –
(1 1 1) 3010.317368(40) 2 65 731 – – – – 2982.119380(53) 1 65 560
(2 1 0) 2807.188089(32) 2 43 439 – – – – 2788.638623(49) 1 45 302

6 (0 0 3) 4054.001108(35) 1 58 504 – – – – – – – –
(3 0 0) – – – – – – – – 3410.975359(55) 1 49 327

7 (0 1 3) 4559.433952(234) 3 35 181 – – – – – – – –
(2 1 1) 4136.934473(353) 4 26 90 – – – – – – – –

a v represents the normal-mode label of the given vibrational state. VBOs (with

their uncertainties in parentheses) are sorted by the polyad number P defined

as P = 2v1 + v2 + 2v3. Data in boldface correspond to MARVEL energy levels,

the other values are determined using conventional effective Hamiltonian (EH)

fits. The conventional EH-based VBOs were taken from the same models as used

in Table 4, except for the data in italic, which were obtained from refitting the

current EH models with vv′F0 = 0 (see Eq. (5)). The columns Jmin and Jmax

indicate the range of J values for the MARVEL energy levels connected to a

particular vibrational state. NRL is the number of validated MARVEL energy

levels associated with a particular vibrational state of the given S16O2 dataset.

tional states. For the 32S16O2 molecule, the “ExoAmes” list of levels [58] was

applied, while the “Ames states” [51] were utilized for 33S16O2 and 34S16O2.

To ensure that every theoretical level is found only once, theoretical coun-

terparts within 0.1 cm−1 were searched for each MARVEL energy level by

J and rotational parity. As mentioned in Section 4, those transitions whose

upper or lower level could not be matched to a first-principles counterpart

were reassigned or deleted from the experimental linelist.

For the cleansed list of MARVEL energy levels and their theoretical pairs,

absolute differences and RMSDs at different J values are plotted in Fig. 3

and 4. In these charts patterns are clearly visible, showing the systematic

nature of the distortion of the theoretical levels. It can also be seen that

all the deviations are less than 0.10, 0.05, and 0.06 cm−1 for the 32S16O2,
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Figure 3: Absolute differences between the MARVEL and ExoAmes [58] energy levels
for 32S16O2 (left figure), the MARVEL and Ames [51] energy levels for 33S16O2 (middle
figure), and the MARVEL and Ames [51] energy levels for 34S16O2 (right figure).

33S16O2, and 34S16O2 isotopologues, respectively, displaying the high quality

of the PES adopted for the nuclear-motion computations. Total RMSDs are

0.019, 0.011, and 0.017 cm−1 for 32S16O2, 33S16O2, and 34S16O2, respectively.

6. Conclusions

The high-resolution rovibrational spectroscopy of the sulphur isotopo-

logues of S16O2, on their ground X̃1A1 electronic state, is of substantial

current interest, across a diverse range of scientific subdisciplines. In the

astrophysical context, precise spectral signatures of the two most abundant

species, 32S16O2 and 34S16O2, is most relevant, whereas in the astrobiol-

ogy/paleogeology context, 33S16O2 and 36S16O2 are also vitally important.

In both contexts, precise knowledge of correctly assigned individual transi-

tions/levels is needed. Thus, one of the principal goals of this study has been

to make a significant step in this direction by collecting and analyzing all the

available experimental high-resolution spectroscopic transition data.

Over the years, many experimental studies and theoretical computations

have been performed for the S16O2 molecules. The spectra of S16O2 isotopo-

logues is relatively straightforward to assign, owing to the large masses of

the constituent atoms and the fairly rigid structure of the molecule. Never-

theless, the number and density of states is quite high, especially when the

degree of vibrational and rotational excitation increases, increasing the likeli-
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Figure 4: Root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) at different J values for the MARVEL
and ExoAmes [58] energy levels of 32S16O2 (left figure), the MARVEL and Ames [51]
energy levels of 33S16O2 (middle figure), and the MARVEL and Ames [51] energy levels
of 34S16O2 (right figure).

hood of misassignments. Moreover, it was not until recently that theoretical

PESs of sufficiently high quality were developed to provide true spectroscopic

accuracy. Using such PESs, rovibrational state computations can provide

definitive guidance to experiment, vis-à-vis the determination of energy lev-

els. However, quantum theory has difficulties to provide state labels of the

desired (v1v2v3)JKa,Kc form even when such labels seem to be unambiguous

based on conventional effective Hamiltonian (EH) fits.

To determine rovibrational energy levels and their assignments, sophisti-

cated methods are needed—forming a quite distinct class from both experi-

mental spectral techniques and theoretical rovibrational state computations.

MARVEL (Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels) is such

a technique. As always, treating the incomplete set of accurate experimental

transitions with MARVEL necessitates the use of the comparatively inaccu-

rate but complete information available from first-principles computations.

In contrast to previous MARVEL-based studies devoted to the water

molecule [129, 133, 134, 135, 136], in the present study EH fits were also ex-

ecuted to validate the MARVEL energy levels and their assignments and to

discriminate less accurate data in the collated experimental database, which

includes more than 87 000 transitions for the S16O2 isotopologues. The con-

ventional EH fits contribute considerably to the reliability of the MARVEL

energy levels obtained from the measured transition data. For the con-
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ventional EH calculations, root mean-square deviations from the MARVEL

energy levels are on average less than 0.0005 cm−1, using a conventional

43-parameter Hamiltonian operator with terms up to Ĵ12 (nevertheless, usu-

ally no more than 10-20 parameters for every vibrational state are fitted to

reproduce hundreds of levels). The corresponding average uncertainties of

MARVEL energy levels were nearly of the same degree, ≈ 10−4 cm−1. We

also utilized a J-dependent rotational Hamiltonian procedure, as a further

means of data analysis.

By any criterion, the uncertainties are far smaller than the J-specific level

spacing—supporting the validity of the final rovibrational labels obtained in

this work. Overall, the experimental dataset was found to be remarkably

consistent across the different sources, leading to a high degree of confidence

in the levels and their assignments.
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